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Valentina Lacivita,4 Yinsheng Guo,5 and Gerbrand Ceder1,2,7,*

SUMMARY

PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

Superionic conductors are key to the development of safe and highenergy-density, all-solid-state batteries. Using a combined theoretical and experimental approach, we explore the feasibility of
increasing the ionic conductivity through pseudohalogen substitution in the Li argyrodite structure. Under the guidance of calculated
thermodynamic stability, BH4-substituted Li argyrodite, Li5.91PS4.91
(BH4)1.09, was successfully synthesized via a mechanochemical
method. As-synthesized BH4-substituted Li argyrodite displays an
ionic conductivity of 4.8 mS/cm at 25 C. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulation trajectory analysis was used to investigate how
BH4 facilitates Li-ion diffusion and indicates only a weak correlation
with the B–H bond motion. We find that the enhanced conductivity
mainly originates from the weak interaction between Li and BH4 and
find no evidence of a paddle-wheel effect from the polyanion. This
work provides insight into how cluster ions enhance Li diffusion
and systematically describes how to explore superionic conductors
with pseudohalogen substitution.

Substituting a single ion site with a
cluster ion is considered a
promising approach to increase
the ionic conductivity of fast Li-ion
conductors. However, it remains
unclear how cluster ions can
promote Li diffusion. In this work,
using a combined theoretical and
experimental approach, we
explore the possibility of
enhancing ionic conductivity
through pseudohalogen
substitution in the Li argyrodite
structure. BH4-substituted Li
argyrodite is successfully
synthesized and displays an
enhanced ionic conductivity. We
further demonstrate that the
enhanced conductivity mainly
originates from the weak
interaction between Li and BH4
polyanion instead of the typically
expected paddle-wheel effect
rising from cluster-ion rotation.
The results here provide a
mechanistic understanding of how
cluster ions can help increase Liion conductivity and shed light on
design strategies for
pseudohalogen-substituted fast
Li-ion conductors.

INTRODUCTION
The application of solid-state electrolytes provides opportunities for batteries that
are safer and more powerful than current state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries.1,2 Driven
by the demand for solid-state electrolytes, there has been a rapidly growing interest
in the discovery of solid-state alkali ionic conductors with ionic conductivities equal
to or higher than those of liquid electrolytes.3–9
While most recent work for improving ionic conductivity has focused on substituting
cation sites,9–12 less work has been done on modifying the anion chemistry, although
the anion framework is known to be important for ionic conductivity.8 In this paper
we focus on cluster-ion substitution, as it provides an option for engineering the
anion framework. Compared with single-ion substitution, cluster-ion substitution
provides more degrees of freedom, including bond stretching and bond bending,
which may help the alkali-metal to preserve their coordination as much as possible
as they migrate through the transition state, a factor that is important in the migration of many cations.8,13 To date, it remains unclear whether and how these additional degrees of freedom lead to higher conductivity, even though high conductivities have been reported in several recent studies.14–19 Specifically, several orders of
magnitude enhancement in the ionic conductivity has been reported in both theoretical and experimental work applying cluster-ion substitution in antiperovskitetype materials.17–19 The cluster ions used in those reports can be classified as
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pseudohalogen anions, as the formal charge of such cluster ions equals that of a
halogen, and the strong covalent interactions within such a cluster ion cause it to
behave as a unit. Considering the frequent appearance of halogens in fast ionic conductors, it is important to understand how pseudohalogen substitution influences
ionic conductivity.
The argyrodite structure is a good framework to study the pseudohalogen effect, as it
already has reasonable conductivity with the presence of regular halogens.4,20–23 As
the halogen site in argyrodite has only mobile Li+ in its first coordination shell, it is
loosely bonded with the rest of the framework, creating the expectation that it may
be easier to substitute.3,24 The most widely studied argyrodites are derived from
halogen substitution in the Li7PS6 argyrodite prototype, which yields various forms of
Li6PS5Cl, Li6PS5Br, and Li6PS5I. Halogen substitution has been reported to have a beneficial effect on the diffusion of Li ions, with the ionic conductivity of halogen-substituted
argyrodite-type materials varying from 103 to 10 mS/cm.4,24–29
In this paper, we explore the feasibility of enhancing the ionic conductivity through
pseudohalogen substitution in the Li-argyrodite system using a combined theoretical and experimental approach, including first-principles stability analysis,
solid-state synthesis, structure characterization, and ab initio molecular dynamic
(AIMD) analysis. A computational screening of potential Li-argyrodite pseudohalides to determine the synthetically accessible argyrodite pseudohalides points at
BH4-substituted Li argyrodites as the most stable pseudohalides. An argyroditetype material with the composition Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09 was successfully synthesized
using a mechanochemical method and shown to have a high ionic conductivity of 4.8
mS/cm at RT, considerably higher than that of conventional halogen-substituted Li
argyrodites.
When explaining the effect of polyanions/cluster anions on Li-ion diffusion, most
recent work has centered on whether there is a synergistic effect between the polyanions and Li diffusion (the so-called ‘‘paddle-wheel’’ effect).16,19,30–32 Our theoretical analysis shows that the motion of Li ions has only a weak relationship with any
motion of the BH4 anion. Hence, rather than appealing to a paddle-wheel effect,
we argue that the enhanced conductivity mainly originates from the Li-pseudohalogen interaction, which is weaker than the Li-halogen (Cl, etc.) interaction. As a result,
Li ions are trapped for a shorter time near the pseudohalide groups and diffuse
faster. This finding also indicates that the origin of higher conductivity in the argyrodite structure with pseudohalogen substitution is the flattening of the energy landscape with the introduction of light and highly covalent cluster ions, rather than any
‘‘dynamical coupling’’ between Li diffusion and polyanion rotation, as has been
speculated in the literature. Our study provides a mechanistic understanding of
how pseudohalogen substitution can help increase Li-ion conductivity, shedding
light on design strategies for optimizing ionic conductivity by engineering the anion
framework of conductors.
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RESULTS
Crystal structure and phase stability
The general (pseudo)halogen-substituted argyrodite is reported to have a crystal
structure with cubic symmetry as shown in Figure 1A. Three crystallographic positions in the argyrodite structure, 4a, 4c, and 16e, are associated with sulfur ions.
The 4b site is occupied by P, which binds four S ions to it into a PS4 group. In contrast,
the 4a and 4c sites are occupied by S atoms that are relatively far away from all other
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Figure 1. Structure and stability of Li argyrodites
(A) General structure of argyrodite with different sulfur sites distinguished by colors (4a with red, 4c
with green, and 16e with yellow).
(B) Sulfur site occupancies for four types of substitution.
(C) Energy above the hull (E hull ) of Li argyrodites with different substitutions.

non-Li atoms (>4 Å) and are not considered to be part of a covalent bond complex.
As a result, sulfur in the 4a and 4c sites is usually easier to substitute.25
To understand the compositional range over which different Li-argyrodite pseudohalides can exist, five pseudohalide ions were considered for substitution on 4a
and/or 4c. Four types of substitution were considered, distinguished by their site
occupancy (shown in Figure 1B). The first three types of substitution form Li6PS5X
(X = halogen or pseudohalogen), which corresponds to the occupancy of a
(pseudo)halogen on either the 4a or the 4c site, or half-occupancy on both the 4a
and the 4c sites. In the fourth type, both the 4a and the 4c sites are fully substituted
by the (pseudo)halogen, leading to the composition Li5PS4X2 (X = halogen or pseudohalogen). To evaluate the energy of these compounds, we enumerated the 10
possible Li arrangements across the 48h sites (denoted as the Li sites) and picked
the one with lowest density functional theory (DFT) energy. We did not consider
possible occupancy of Li in other sites, such as 48h0 , 16e, and 24g, because we found
that the change in energy of our structures when moving a Li from 48h to 48h0 is small
(see Table S1), and will therefore not significantly influence relative phase stability;
but including it in all calculations would require unnecessarily large supercells. For
each Li-Vacancy (Li-Vac) configuration on the 48 h sites, the S-(pseudo)halogen
ordering with lowest electrostatic energy was selected for DFT calculations. The
orientation of the pseudohalogen was initialized by rotating the pseudohalogen until the average interatomic distance between the cluster ions and the neighboring
cations was maximized. The phase stability was evaluated by comparing the energy
of the substituted argyrodites with that of all the possible combinations of
competing phases (the convex hull construction).33 Figure 1C shows that most argyrodites have non-zero energy above the convex hull (Ehull), indicating that at 0 K, they
are not a thermodynamic ground state. However, the halide versions of the argyrodites, such as Li6PS5Cl and Li6PS5Br, have been synthesized,3 indicating that they can
be stabilized by entropy, as is the case for other fast ion conductors,34,35 or that
metastable synthesis pathways to their formation exist.36 It should be mentioned
that we use the Ehull values only to indicate the relative stability of argyrodites with
different (pseudo)halogen substitutions. An argyrodite with a low Ehull value does
not necessarily guarantee synthetic accessibility. To give an example, Li5PS4X2
(X = Cl, Br, I) has never been reported experimentally in the literature. This is
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Table 1. Competing phases for BH4 substitution and halide substitution
Materials

Competing phases

Materials

Competing phases

Li6PS5BH4

LiSH + Li2S + BP

Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br, I)

Li3PS4 + Li2S + LiX

Li5PS4(BH4)2

LiBH4 + LiSH + BP

Li5PS4X2 (X = Cl, Br, I)

Li3PS4 + Li2S + LiX

consistent with a broad analysis of metastable compounds, which indicates that,
while low Ehull is required for the possible existence of metastable compounds, it
is not a sufficient condition.36
The phases that compete for phase stability for each argyrodite are given in Table 1.
Most of these are stoichiometric phases, implying that they will not generate much
configurational entropy at non-zero temperature and, hence, will create more favorable conditions for the formation of the argyrodite at higher temperature.
Synthesis and characterization
Our ab initio results indicate that BH4-substituted argyrodites have the lowest Ehull
among the pseudohalogen-substituted compounds, making them likely candidates
for synthesis. In addition, Sakuda et al. recently reported that an argyrodite phase
appeared in the (100  x)(0.75Li2S , 0.25P2S5) , xLiBH4 mixture with x R 43.37 So,
we set BH4-substituted argyrodites as our target materials. b-Li3PS4, which is a metastable phase at RT, was used as the precursor to increase the thermodynamic driving
force for the formation reaction of the pseudohalide argyrodite. In addition, the
Li3PS4 precursor has the PS4 groups preformed, which may make it easier to form
the argyrodite. Because LiBH4 decomposes at high temperature,38 a heating process is not suitable for this reaction. Instead, a mechanochemical method using
high-energy ball milling (SpexSamplePrep 8000M mixer/mill, 1,425 rpm) was
used. To prevent the sample temperature from becoming too high, the ball milling
was interrupted for 15 min after every 30 min milling. In addition, we find that excess
LiBH4 is necessary to the synthesis of BH4-substituted argyrodite since LiBH4 is easily
oxidized and consumed during the synthesis. When the precursors were mixed in the
stoichiometric ratio of Li6PS5BH4 (b-Li3PS4:LiBH4:Li2S = 1:1:1), no argyrodite phase
was formed in the product (Figure S1).
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) (shown in Figure 2A) was conducted to confirm
that an argyrodite phase was formed with a small amount (2.8 wt %) of remaining
LiBH4. The synchrotron XRD pattern was refined using the Rietveld method with the
TOPAS v.6 software package to determine the lattice parameters, atomic positions,
and occupancies. The best fits were obtained when the BH4 and S2 ions are
assumed to be disordered over the 4a site and 4c site. As shown in Table 2, the
refined B occupancies of the 4a and 4c sites are 0.584 and 0.506, respectively, indicating that the chemical formula of the as-synthesized BH4-substituted argyrodite is
Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) electron diffraction (ED) patterns of the assynthesized materials are presented in Figure 2B. The diffraction spots match with
the calculated diffraction rings of the argyrodite structure, confirming the formation
of the argyrodite phase. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mapping images are presented in Figure 2C and indicate a homogeneous distribution of B throughout the particles, further corroborating the bulk substitution of BH4.
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Figure 2. Characterization of as-synthesized BH4-argyrodite
(A) Synchrotron XRD pattern of as-synthesized BH 4 -argyrodite.
(B) Electron diffraction pattern of as-synthesized BH4 -argyrodite. Calculated diffraction rings of the
argyrodite structure are shown in the bottom right corner.
(C) STEM-EDS mapping of the element distribution in a representative particle cluster of the BH 4 argyrodite (scale bar: 100 nm).
(D and E) Raman spectra of Li6 PS 5 Cl, Li5.91 PS 4.91 (BH4 ) 1.09 , LiBH 4 , b-Li3 PS 4 , and polyethylene
terephthalate(PET)/polyethylene(PE) (background) in the 100 to 500 cm 1 region and 2,000 to
2,800 cm 1 region, respectively.

To confirm the successful incorporation of the BH4 unit, we also measured the
Raman response of the argyrodite electrolytes and their precursors. The BH4 internal stretching modes have characteristic frequencies residing in the 2,200 to
2,400 cm1 region, allowing for easy and unambiguous identification. As shown in
Figure 2E, we observed the BH4 stretching modes in the Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09 sample and in the LiBH4 positive control compound, whereas in the b-Li3PS4 and Li6PS5Cl
negative control compounds, the BH4 stretching region is spectrally silent. The
presence of the BH4 stretching modes provides further evidence that the BH4 is
successfully incorporated into the argyrodite electrolyte.
Electrochemical performance
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed to
determine the ionic conductivity of the cold-pressed Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09, with the
results shown in Figures 3A and 3B. The impedance data were fit with an equivalent
circuit consisting of one parallel constant phase element (CPE)/resistor in series with
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Table 2. Atomic site information for BH4-substituted Li argyrodite based on Rietveld refinement
of synchrotron XRD data
Atom

Wyckoff
position

x

Li1

48h

0.3053(2)

0.3053(2)

0.0024(8)

4

0.334(4)

Li2

24g

0.75

0.0386(4)

0.25

4

0.315(9)

B1

4a

0

0

0

4.2(4)

0.584(8)

S1

4a

0

0

0

4.2(4)

0.416(8)

B2

4c

0.25

0.25

0.25

4.2(4)

0.506(7)

S2

4c

0.25

0.25

0.25

4.2(4)

0.494(7)

P1

4b

0.5

0.5

0.5

3.6(6)

1

S3

16e

0.6200(7)

0.6200(7)

0.6200(7)

3.6(6)

1

H1

16e

0.0761(1)

0.0761(1)

0.0761(1)

1

0.584(8)

H2

16e

0.1739(1)

0.1739(1)

0.1739(1)

1

0.506(7)

y

z

Biso/
Å2

Site
occupancy

Space group, F-43 m; lattice parameter, a = 10.0112(7) Å; R factor, Rwp = 7.63%.

a CPE. In the Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09 sample, the response of the CPE/resistor has
shifted to frequencies that are too high to measure with the impedance analyzer,
and only the tail of the blocking electrode was used for the fit. The EIS results indicate a room-temperature (RT) ionic conductivity of 4.8 mS/cm. This value is several
orders of magnitude higher than that of the precursor b-Li3PS4 and LiBH4 (Figure S2),
ensuring that we did not measure the conductivity of the remaining b-Li3PS4 and
LiBH4 precursors. The EIS spectra of Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09 at different temperatures
are plotted in Figure 3B. The Arrhenius plots of the BH4-substituted Li argyrodite
(Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09) and conventional halogen-containing Li argyrodite (Li6PS5Cl
and Li6PS5Br) are compared in Figure 3C. The RT ionic conductivity of the BH4substituted Li argyrodite is 5 times higher than that of Li6PS5Cl (0.95 mS/cm) and
Li6PS5Br (0.87 mS/cm) and has a lower activation energy of 0.27 eV. The Li concentration of BH4-substituted Li argyrodite is only slightly (1.5%) lower than that of
halogen-substituted argyrodites (Li6PS5Cl and Li6PS5Br), which cannot be responsible for the 5-fold increase in ionic conductivity.39 This result strengthens our
argument that pseudohalogen substitution indeed improves the ionic conductivity
of argyrodite-like compounds. To further evaluate the electrochemical performance
of the BH4-substituted Li argyrodite, a prototype all-solid-state cell was assembled
with as-synthesized Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09, an indium-metal anode, and a LiNi0.5
Co0.2Mn0.3O2 cathode. On the cathode side, LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 was coated with
lithium borate Li3B11O18, which has been reported to protect the cathode from reaction with a sulfide electrolyte.40 The cell was cycled between 1.4 and 3.7 V (2.0
and 4.3 V versus Li/Li+) at a current density of 0.05 mA/cm2 at RT. The cell was
held at 3.7 V for 3 h after charging. The first-cycle capacity loss of 60 mAh/g is likely
attributable to the decomposition of the solid electrolyte. As is common in sulfides,41 the excess charge capacity disappeared after the first cycle, indicating
that a passivation layer may have formed at the interface between the electrolyte
and the carbon framework. A reversible capacity of 130 mAh/g was obtained during the first two cycles (shown in Figure 3D). However, the capacity of this all-solidstate cell faded to 101 mAh/g after 10 cycles (as shown in Figures 3D and S3), which
may be attributed to the fact that a BH4 group can be easily oxidized at high voltage.

DISCUSSION
AIMD can be an effective approach to understand how different local structures
contribute to overall conductivity, as it can probe the correlation between local Li
hopping and polyanion dynamics. The AIMD trajectory in a period of 10 ps at 600
K was selected to visualize the correlation between Li diffusion and polyanion
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Figure 3. Electrochemical performance of BH4-argyrodite
(A) EIS plots of Li 5.91 PS 4.91 (BH 4 ) 1.09 (LPSBH, red points) and b-Li3 PS 4 (b-LPS, blue points) at RT.
(B) EIS plots of Li 5.91 PS 4.91 (BH4 ) 1.09 at 25  C (blue circle), 40  C (green rhombus), 55  C (orange
triangle), 70  C (purple square), and 85  C (red star).
(C) Arrhenius plots of Li 5.91 PS 4.91 (BH4 ) 1.09 (red triangle), Li6 PS 5 Cl (blue sphere), and Li6 PS 5 Br (yellow
rhombus).
(D) Electrochemical charge and discharge of (+) LiNi 0.5 Co 0.2 Mn 0.3 O 2 |Li 5.91 PS 4.91 (BH 4 ) 1.09 |In () allsolid-state battery between 1.4 and 3.7 V at a current density of 0.05 mA/cm 2 . The cell was held at
3.7 V for 3 h after charging. See also Figure S3.

groups. The atomic trajectories of selected Li with one of its first neighboring BH4
groups and PS4 groups are illustrated in Figures 4A and 4B. In addition to the Li
migration observed in the trajectories, there is very significant BH4 motion, such
that the BH4 trajectory almost fills the spherical space around it, as shown in Figure 4A. In contrast, because there is relatively less movement in the PS4 group, its
trajectory remains a tetrahedron shape, as observed in Figure 4B for the PS4 group.
The structural dynamics of BH4 and PS43 groups predicted by AIMD are consistent
with Raman spectroscopy observations. Figure 2E shows that the BH4 characteristic
stretching modes in the BH4 argyrodite sample are significantly broadened, in
contrast to the sharp and well-resolved modes in the LiBH4 lattice. This marked increase in the linewidth indicates significant damping and frequent scattering in
the vibrational trajectories of the BH4 group in BH4 argyrodite, which supports
the AIMD result. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 2D, the PS43 group characteristic mode at 420 cm1 largely maintains its narrow linewidth across the
b-Li3PS4, Cl argyrodite, and BH4 argyrodite. This behavior is consistent with the
AIMD simulations showing well-defined small-amplitude vibrational motion of the
PS43 group. These observations indicate that BH4 is very flexible and free to
move locally, in contrast to PS4. That suggests the possibility that BH4 may easily
relax away when Li moves, thereby facilitating its hopping.
Given that BH4 and PS4 behave quite differently in terms of vibrational motion, one may
expect that the BH4 motion will facilitate the diffusion of nearby Li. To investigate this
possibility, we performed AIMD at 600 K for 10 ps and measured how long Li+ stays
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Figure 4. AIMD simulation of Li6PS5BH4 and Li6PS5Cl
(A) Trajectories of one selected Li atom with its neighboring BH 4 (B is buried within the spherical
trajectory of H) polyanion.
(B) Trajectories of one selected Li atom with its neighboring PS 4 polyanion.
(C) Fraction of events occurring around BH 4 and PS 4 in Li6 PS 5 BH4 during a simulation time of 10 ps
at 600 K (semilogarithmic plot in the set). An event is defined as a Li atom entering a sphere of radius
r Li-H = 2.2 Å and r Li-S = 2.8 Å. See also Figure S4.
(D) Fraction of events occurring around BH 4 in Li6 PS 5 BH4 and Cl in Li6 PS 5 Cl during a simulation time
of 10 ps at 600 K (semilogarithmic plot in the set). An event is defined as a Li atom entering a sphere
of radius r Li-H = 2.2 Å and r Li-Cl = 2.8 Å.

close to a specific BH4 or PS43 group once it has entered its environment. We define
such an ‘‘interaction event’’ as occurring when Li+ comes within a distance that is set as
the maximum of the first neighbor bond length observed in the DFT relaxed structure,
which is 2.2 Å for Li–H and 2.8 Å for Li–S. We have also tested our analysis with the Li–H
cutoff distance being 2.8 Å while fixing the Li–S cutoff at 2.8 Å. As indicated in Figure S4,
the conclusion that Li is less anchored by H still remains. Figure 4C shows the ‘‘escape
curve’’ for both environments. More specifically, what is shown is the fraction of Li+ in an
interaction event (y axis) that has left again after a certain time (x axis). It is clear that Li+
leaves the BH4 environment very quickly (black curve in Figure 4C) compared with the
PS4 environment, where the Li+ residence time is much longer (blue curves). A similar
comparison is made between the Li–BH4 residence time in Li6PS5BH4 and the Li–Cl
residence time in Li6PS5Cl in Figure 4D. For Li6PS5Cl, the interaction event radius was
set as the maximum bond length of Li–Cl (2.8 Å).
As can be inferred from Figure 4C, Li+ is much more strongly anchored near the
PS43 group than near the BH4 group. Almost all interaction events around BH4
last less than 0.1 ps, whereas more than 40% of the events associated with the PS4
group last longer than 0.1 ps. Moreover, 10% of the Li+ entering the PS4 environment persists for longer than 1 ps, which is one order of magnitude longer than the
longest period of events around BH4. It is also worth mentioning that such event
duration of 0.1–1 ps is roughly the same timescale of Li hopping, as observed in
the Li hopping analysis in Figure S5.
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Since the PS4 group has a larger negative charge than BH4, one may suspect that
electrostatics plays a dominant role in the anchoring of Li near PS4. But this is inconsistent with the data in Figure 4D, which show that, even though Li–Cl interaction
events in Li6PS5Cl have short residence times (more than 90% of the lithium escapes
from the Cl environment occur in less than 0.25 ps), they are still substantially
longer than the Li–BH4 residence times, consistent with the increased ionic conductivity of BH4-substituted argyrodite relative to that of Li6PS5Cl. It is also worth clarifying that the size of the BH4 cluster ion is similar to that of Cl, because the Li–B
bond lengths in Li6PS5BH4 are similar to the Li–Cl bond lengths in Li6PS5Cl (both
range between 2.5 and 2.7 Å). Therefore, the enhancement of conductivity does
not originate from the size difference between BH4 and Cl.
Our ab initio analysis clearly indicates that BH4 anchors the Li ions much less than
PS43 or Cl in argyrodites. This weakened anchoring effect and consequently
higher conductivity can have two possible origins: (1) a potential dynamic coupling
between Li diffusion and BH4 rigid rotation that facilitates Li conduction by
lowering the activation barrier (also called the paddle-wheel mechanism) or (2) a
weaker interaction between Li–BH4 that flattens the Li site energy landscape near
BH4, which facilitates the Li motion. Mechanism (1) has been frequently mentioned
in recent papers as being responsible for fast Li conduction,18,19,30,32 whereas the
role of mechanism (2) in contributing to the high conductivity has not been specifically evaluated. To determine whether one or both of these mechanisms contribute
to the conductivity, we performed multiple analyses, as shown in Figure 5. In
Figures 5A–5D we quantify the dynamic correlation of Li diffusion and multiple motion degrees of freedom in a BH4 unit, whereas in Figure 5E we quantify the local
electronic interaction among Li–BH4, Li–PS4, and Li–Cl.
In principle, the BH4 cluster ion has 15 degrees of freedom, as each of the atoms can
displace in three dimensions. To facilitate the analysis of a possible dynamic correlation, two key modes of motion of BH4 are considered: the stretching mode and the
bending mode. The translational mode of BH4 as a unit is not considered here, since
the motions that we investigate are relative to the B atom, which is also the center of
mass of BH4. The translational motion of BH4 is captured in the motion of the Li atom
relative to the B atom. As shown in Figure 5A, the first mode represents the stretching of the B–H bond, whereas the second mode reflects the bending of the B–H
bond, which can lead to the rotation of H relative to B.
To quantify whether BH4 rotates as a rigid body, we investigated the correlation between the angular changes of the B–H bonds, which should be pronounced if the
BH4 cluster rotates as a rigid body. However, our dynamic correlation analysis
among the motion of the four B–H bond angles shows very little correlation (Pearson
correlation analysis at Table S2 and Figure S8). Such observation indicates that the
BH4 unit does not rotate as a rigid body.
To quantify whether the Li motion is correlated with individual B–H bond motions,
i.e., B–H bond stretching and B–H bond bending, the correlation between the B–
H bond motion and the Li position was calculated based on event analysis similar
to the one used to generate Figure 4. We collected all the partial trajectories for
which Li stays in a sphere within a cutoff distance of 3.0 Å from the B atom as events
to investigate a possible correlation between Li motion and B–H bond motion. If the
Li motion is correlated to B–H bond motion, it should show up in the Pearson correlation of trajectories. In atomic trajectories of 10 ps of AIMD simulations at 600 K, we
tracked all the ‘‘events’’ for which Li is close enough to a BH4 unit. For each of the
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 5. Correlation analyses between BH4 and Li
(A) Demonstration of the relationship between B–H bond motion and Li diffusion. The motion of the
B–H bond can be decomposed into stretching and bending modes.
(B) Probability distribution of the Pearson correlation between the stretching of the B–H bond and
the Li motion as well as the probability distribution of the Pearson correlation between the bending
of the B–H bond and the Li motion.
(C) Demonstration of the calculated frequency evolution of the B–H bond-stretching degree of
freedom as a function of time for a selected BH 4 unit as shown in (A).
(D) Demonstration of the calculated frequency evolution of the B–H bond-bending degree of
freedom as a function of time for a selected BH 4 unit as shown in (A). See also Figure S6.
(E) Kernel density distribution of calculation ICOHP value of Li–Cl, Li–BH 4 , and Li–PS 4 bonding in
Li 6 PS 5 Cl and Li 6 PS 5 BH 4 .
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events, we obtained a time series of the Li–B and B–H displacement. We could then
calculate and average the Pearson correlation coefficient of these two displacements with either stretching or bending. Both the histogram and the estimated
kernel density of the probability distribution of the average correlation of all the Li
atoms are shown in Figure 5B.
For B–H bond stretching, we checked the correlation between changes in the B–H
bond length and the Li–B distance. The Pearson coefficient,42 in this case, is
defined as:
Corr =

covðlB  H ðtÞ; lLi  B ðtÞÞ
;
sðlB  H ðtÞÞsðlLi  B ðtÞÞ

(Equation 1)

where lB  H ðtÞ refers to the stretching length of the B–H bond, lLi  B ðtÞ refers to the Li–
B distance in the defined event, covðlB  H ðtÞ; lLi  B ðtÞÞ refers to the covariance of Li–B
distance and the stretching length of the B–H bond, while sðlB  H ðtÞÞ and sðlLi  B ðtÞÞ
are the standard deviation of the Li–B distance and the stretching length of the B–H
bond. For B–H bond bending, we evaluated the correlation between the B–H
bending angle qB  H ðtÞ and the Li–B bending angle qLi  B ðtÞ. We used Li–B bending
angle as an indication of the motion of Li with respect to the corresponding B–H
bond because the displacement of the Li atom itself does not give the relative position information of Li with respect to the B–H bond. The intercorrelation between
these two bending angles can then be quantified using the Pearson correlation
coefficient:
Corr =

covðqB  H ðtÞ; qLi  B ðtÞÞ
:
sðqB  H ðtÞÞsðqLi  B ðtÞÞ

(Equation 2)

In Equation (2), covðqB  H ðtÞ; qLi  B ðtÞÞ refers to the covariance of two bending angles, while sðqB  H ðtÞÞ and sðqLi  B ðtÞÞ are the standard deviation of the bending
angles.
It can be clearly inferred from Figure 5B that neither the B–H bond stretching nor the
bond bending is particularly correlated to the motion of Li atoms nearby. The
maximum correlation coefficient observed is less than 0.2, and most of the coefficients are smaller than 0.1. Given that a correlation smaller than 0.5 is generally regarded as weak in statistics,43,44 the calculated value indicates that even though the
B–H bond bends and stretches very fast, the position of Li is not correlated to the
movement of B–H bonds. Considering that rigid rotation of the BH4 unit is absent,
and the movement of individual B–H bond shows little correlation with Li diffusion,
there is no evidence to conclude that the enhanced conductivity in this material originates from a paddle-wheel mechanism.
To further corroborate the origin of the weak correlation between BH4 motion and Li
diffusion, we calculated the frequencies of the stretching and bending degrees of
freedom for the B–H bond, as shown in Figures 5C and 5D. For stretching degree
of freedom, the frequency can be estimated as:
fstretching =

1
dðlB  H Þ
:
3
lmax
dt

(Equation 3)

Here, lmax refers to the maximum amplitude of bond stretching as observed in the
period of 10 ps. For bending degree of freedom, the frequency can be estimated as:
fbending =

1
dðqB  H Þ
:
3
3600
dt

(Equation 4)
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The evolution of the frequencies of stretching and bending degrees of freedom is
demonstrated in Figures 5C and 5D. Since the frequency at each time frame is calculated from the first derivative of the velocities, the overall analysis will not be significantly modified by longer trajectories. We have also confirmed this by plotting the
frequency evolution over the shorter time of 1 ps (Figure S6). As indicated in Figure 5C, the stretching frequency has a magnitude ranging from a few tens of terahertz to 200 THz, while the bending frequency in Figure 5D has a magnitude of
several terahertz, which is consistent with observations on BH4 groups in
Mg(BH)4.45 Given that the Li hopping frequency is calculated to be well below 1
THz (Figure S5), it turns out that both B–H bond stretching and B–H bond bending
occur at a higher-frequency time frame than the Li hops, so that B–H bond motion
and Li motion can be decoupled.
Finally, to verify whether the weaker anchoring effect of BH4 on Li+ is related to weak
electronic interaction between Li+ and BH4, we calculated the integrated crystal orbital
Hamilton population (ICOHP) to quantify the chemical bonding strength of Li–BH4, Li–
PS4, and Li–Cl (Figure 5E).46,47 As shown in Figure 5E, the ICOHP value of the Li–BH4
bond is much smaller than that of the Li–PS4 bond or Li–Cl bond, which reveals significantly weaker electronic interaction. Therefore, we confirmed that the enhanced ionic
conductivity has little to do with a dynamic correlation among Li diffusion and B–H bond
motion (e.g., the paddle-wheel mechanism), but is mostly caused by weak electronic
interaction between the Li+ and the BH4 group. It should also be noted that the
influence of weak electronic interaction between Li and the anion framework on Li ionic
conduction has also been discussed in the context of the inductive effect that central
ions in MS4 tetrahedra have on the Li conduction in Li10GeP2S12(LGPS)-like structures.48
Conclusion
In this work, we investigated the Li-argyrodite system to explore the possibility of
enhancing ionic conductivity through pseudohalogen substitution. Ab initio computational screening to predict the synthetic accessibility of Li argyrodites with different
pseudohalogen substitutions suggested that, among many possible polyanions, BH4
could most likely substitute for the S in the 4a and 4c sites in the argyrodite structure.
This BH4-substituted Li argyrodite (Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09) was successfully synthesized via
a mechanochemical method and shows an ionic conductivity of 4.8 mS/cm, 5 times
higher than that of common halogen-substituted Li argyrodites (Li6PS5Cl and
Li6PS5Br), confirming the positive contribution of a cluster ion to the Li-ion conductivity.
AIMD analysis demonstrates that the enhancement of the Li-ion conductivity originates
from the weaker anchoring effect the pseudohalide anion has on Li+. We found no evidence for any correlation between B–H bond motion and Li motion, indicating that no
paddle-wheel effect is needed to explain the enhanced conductivity.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Resource availability
Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to
and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Gerbrand Ceder (gceder@berkeley.edu).
Materials availability
The materials generated in this study are available from the lead contact upon
request.
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Data and code availability
The authors declare that the data supporting the findings of this study are available
within the paper and its supplemental information files. The data and code are available from the lead contact upon reasonable request.
Synthesis
b-Li3PS4 was synthesized using lithium sulfide (Li2S; Sigma-Aldrich, 99.98% trace
metals basis) and phosphor sulfide (P2S5; Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) mixed in a 2:1 molar
ratio (excess P2S5 was used) in acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%). The
suspension was stirred for 24 h and filtered to obtain the precipitate. The precipitate
was washed with acetonitrile (ACN) three times and dried at 80 C for 12 h to obtain
Li3PS4 d 2ACN. The as-obtained Li3PS4 d 2ACN was then heated under vacuum at
150 C for 24 h to obtain b-Li3PS4. The as-synthesized b-Li3PS4 and LiBH4 (Aldrich,
>95%) were mixed in a 1:2 molar ratio and hand-ground in an agate mortar for
15 min. Then, 0.8 g of the powder mixture and 80 g of zirconium oxide balls
(5 mm in diameter) were placed into a zirconium oxide ball-mill jar and ball milled
(SpexSamplePrep 8000M) for 2 h. To prevent the sample temperature from
becoming too high, ball milling was paused for 15 min after every 30 min milling.
The mixture was further annealed at 150 C for 48 h to obtain BH4-substitutued
argyrodite. Because of the sensitivity to O2 and moisture of the system, all the
experimental procedures were performed in an argon atmosphere with <0.1 ppm
of O2 and H2O.
Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br) samples were synthesized via a previously reported method.3
Li2S (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.98% trace metals basis), P2S5 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), LiCl
(Sigma-Aldrich, >99.98% trace metals basis), and LiBr (Sigma-Aldrich, >99%) were
mixed in the appropriate stoichiometric ratio. The mixtures were hand-ground in
an agate mortar for 15 min and then pressed into pellets of 6.0 mm in diameter under
a pressure of 2.0 metric tons for 4 min. The pellets were then filled into quartz
ampules (12 mm inner diameter and 15 cm in length), which were sealed under
vacuum. The ampules were carbon-coated and preheated to avoid traces of water.
The reaction was performed at 550 C for 144 h to obtain Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br).
Cl-substituted argyrodite and Br-substituted argyrodite were also prepared by the
same synthesis approach as was used for the BH4-substituted argyrodite. b-Li3PS4
and LiX (X = Cl, Br) were mixed in a 1:2 molar ratio and hand-ground in an agate
mortar for 15 min. Then, 0.8 g of the powder mixture and 80 g of zirconium oxide
balls (5 mm in diameter) were placed into a zirconium oxide ball-mill jar and ball
milled (SpexSamplePrep 8000M) for 2 h. Ball milling was paused for 15 min after
every 30 min milling. The mixture was further annealed at 150 C for 48 h to obtain
Cl-substituted argyrodite and Br-substituted argyrodite. The EIS spectra of these
halide-substituted argyrodites are shown in Figure S7.
Electrochemistry
The Li-ion conductivity was evaluated using EIS with tantalum metal as blocking electrodes at temperatures ranging from 20 C to 85 C. The solid-electrolyte powder was
uniaxially compressed under a pressure of 520 MPa to make a 1-mm-thick pellet
with a diameter of 7.7 mm and then sandwiched by two tantalum foils. EIS measurements were performed using an EC-Lab Electrochemistry SP300 system (Biologic).
The measurements were conducted at the initial open-circuit voltage in the frequency range of 7 MHz–10 mHz with the application of a 10-mV signal amplitude.
The measurements were performed using a BioLogic controlled environment sample holder assembled and sealed in an Ar-filled glovebox.
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Solid-state cells were also fabricated in an Ar-filled glovebox. The cathode composite was prepared by first hand grinding 65 mg of LBO-coated LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2
powder (from Samsung Research Japan40) and 30 mg of Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09 for
20 min and then grinding them for another 20 min after adding 5 mg of carbon nanofibers (CNFs; from Samsung Research Japan). The cell was assembled using a
custom-made pressure cell consisting of a polyether ketone (PEEK) cylinder with
an inner diameter of 8 mm and two 8-mm-diameter stainless-steel rods as current
collectors. One end of the cylinder was first closed with a current collector. Then,
40 mg Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09 as the electrolyte was added and compressed under a
pressure of 100 MPa. Then, 5 mg of the cathode composite was spread evenly on
top of the electrolyte membrane and compacted under pressure of 200 MPa. Finally,
an 8-mm-diameter piece of In metal was attached on the other side of the electrolyte
membrane as the anode and compacted under 200 MPa pressure again. The entire
cell was sealed in an Ar-filled jar and cycled under 5 MPa stack pressure provided by
a spring. Cell cycling was performed using a Bio-Logic VMP300 system.
Characterization
For structure determination, synchrotron XRD data were collected at beamline
11BM at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. Because
of the air sensitivity of the sample, the Li5.91PS4.91(BH4)1.09 powder was sealed into
0.0395-in-diameter polyimide tubing in an argon glovebox. Rietveld refinement
was performed using the TOPAS v.6 software package (Bruker). Chebyshev polynomials were used for the background fitting. A fundamental parameters approach was
used for the peak shape modeling. The constraints for the structural factor refinement were as follows (Occ(X) represents the site occupancy of atom X at the related
Wyckoff position):
(1) 4a sites are fully occupied by B1 and S1:
Occ(B1) + Occ(S1) = 1.
(2) 4c sites are fully occupied by B2 and S2:
Occ(B2) + Occ(S2) = 1.
(3) H1 is bonded to B1 and H2 is bonded to B2:
Occ(B1) = Occ(H1), Occ(B2) = Occ(H2).
(4) Based on the charge balance, we could get:
12Occ(Li1) + 6Occ(Li2) + Occ(B1) + Occ(B2) = 7.
TEM ED and EDS measurements were performed on an FEI TitanX 60–300 microscope equipped with the Bruker windowless EDS detector at an accelerating voltage
of 300 kV in the Molecular Foundry at LBNL. The simulated ED ring pattern for argyrodite structure (ICDD 04-018-1429) was generated with the Single Crystal 4 diffraction simulation software. Raman spectroscopy measurements were carried out using
a home-built confocal microspectroscopy setup. Briefly, a Coherent Verdi-V2 singlefrequency laser was used as the excitation source at a wavelength of 532 nm. The
excitation laser was focused onto the sample surface using a 603 NA0.7 Nikon
ELWD objective. The same objective collected the backscattered light. The
collected signals were sent through 532 nm notch filters to remove the Rayleigh
line and then focused onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer. An IsoPlane 320 spectrometer equipped with a 1,800 g/mm grating was used to disperse the signal onto a
PIXIS 400 thermoelectrically cooled CCD. All samples were pellets pressed in an
argon-filled glovebox and sealed using PET/PE encapsulations.
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Computational methods
DFT structural optimization and total energy calculations
Because of the partial occupancy of Li sites in the argyrodite structure, structural
enumerations in a supercell with only 48h Li sites were performed, and first-principle
calculations were performed on the top 10 structures with lowest electrostatic
energy using DFT as implemented in the plane-wave-basis-set Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). The structure with the lowest DFT energy was then selected
for further AIMD simulation. Projector augmented wave potentials with a kinetic energy cutoff of 520 eV were used in all the structural optimizations and total-energy
calculations, and the exchange and correlation functionals were described within
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE). The
k-point grid in each dimension was set as 25 Å divided by the exact length of that
dimension.
Phase stability analysis
The thermodynamic stability was evaluated using the calculated DFT total energy.
The stability of any phase was evaluated by comparing its energy with linear combinations of the energy of other phases (leading to the same composition) using the
convex-hull construction. The stability analysis was performed versus all the compounds in our internal database, which includes both phases from the Inorganic
Crystal Structure Database (ICSD: http://icsd.fiz-karlsruhe.de/icsd/) and some compounds generated from data-mined substitution rules.49 The phase stability was
quantified by evaluating the Ehull, which refers to the compound decomposition energy to materials at the hull. A non-negative value of the Ehull energy indicates a thermodynamic driving force for decomposition into alternate phases. To correct the
overestimation of the binding energy by the GGA-PBE functional, we followed previous approaches50,51 to apply constant energy corrections of 0.66 eV per S atom.
On the basis of the DFT calculated charge density and wave function, we performed
COHP analysis using the LOBSTER package.46,47
Li-ion diffusivity and conductivity calculations
AIMD simulation was used to investigate the ionic conductivity of Li ions. For all the
AIMD calculations, an NVT ensemble was applied with a time step of 1 fs and a
Nosé-Hoover thermostat52 with a period of 100 fs. A minimal G-point-only grid
was used with spin-polarized calculations. The AIMD simulations were run at 600
K, 700 K, 800 K, and 1000 K. All the data were fitted assuming Arrhenius behavior
to obtain the activation energy, diffusion prefactor, and RT diffusivity. The lowestenergy atomic configurations were used as the initial configuration of the AIMD
simulations.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matt.
2022.08.029.
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